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Abstract: 

 
Text search engine is a prototype of search engine like Google which works on millions of Wikipedia pages 

(which are in original XML format ) and retrieves the top 10 relevant Wikipedia  

documents that matches the input query. This search engine takes Wikipedia corpus in XML format  

which is available at wikipedia.org as input. So a data structure is build which will store all  pages. And then 

the crucial part is how is top 10 pages are selected out of all pages. So  logic and algorithm to sort those top 

10 pages out of all available pages is applied. Using indexing it retrieves  

all the relevant ranked documents.  

 

 

Introduction : 
 

Text search engine is real time. Rather than doing exact search it uses full text search engine. Using full text 

search engine  searches are shown having same context or is related to input. Text search engine is able to 

show the results in milliseconds. It uses the data structure which helps in showing the user the relevant 

information in real time. It uses stemming for making search efficient rather than finding exact match.  By 

using machining learning algorithms search can be optimised as required. 

 

 

Literature Survey : 
 

 To facilitate the full text search , first the text is analysed and result is used to build inverted index. 

Say some millions of pages are available so text search engine breaks this pages into words(which is called 

as tokens) and then data structure is created which looks like matrix in which inverted index is used. So 

word is searched and all documents having particular word are used to build inverted index.  

 

Words  Document 1 Document 2 

This present present 

is Not present  present 

text present Not present 

search present present 

engine present present 

 
 Fig 1: Data Structure 

 

Fig 1 represents data structure which is created to store words from pages and then words are sorted to make 

search efficient. Then text pre-processing is done using white space tokenizer, Penn tree bank tokenization 

and case folding XML is used as communication medium between two computers to make communication 

clear and readability easy. XML is Extensible Markup Language. As referred in [1], an XML parser first 

groups a bit sequence into characters, then groups the characters into tokens, and finally verifies the tokens 

and organizes them into certain data representations for analysis at the access stage. XML tags identify the 

data and are used to store and organise data. Based on our requirements we can build any no. of tags. XML 

is used to create your own self descriptive tags, or language that suits your application. XML parsing is 
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expensive operation. It carries data and does not display it unlike HTML. There are many ways in which 

XML parsing can be improved as referenced in [8]. To execute XML, java has package named SAX parser.  

It parses entire XML document and based on tokens it will call appropriate token in handler. Code which is 

present in content handler, it can override based on need. Rather than creating parse trees SAX will read 

XML byte by byte. SAX is event based parser for XML documents. It receives event notification about the 

XML document being processed, an element and attribute at a time in sequential order starting at the top of 

the document. It reads the XML document from top to bottom, recognizing the tokens that make up a well 

formed XML document. Tokens are processed in the same order that they appear in the document.  

 

 

High level design 
 

Module 1: 

 

1. Pages are separated using XML tags from Wikipedia dump. So each Wikipedia page in will have one java 

object. And each object have title, summary, external links, category, text-contents as attributes. 

 

Title:  title of the page 

Summary: summary of the given page 

External links: Links of the other pages present 

Category: Page belongs to which particular category. 

Text content: content of Wikipedia page 

 

Module 2: 

 

1. Each page object is processed and then text pre-processing is done using white space tokenizer, Penn tree 

bank tokenization and case folding and stemming. 

 

2. In every Wikipedia page, depending on where a word has occurred, weightage of that page is going to 

vary. HashMap are used to implement this where key will be word and value will be the 

count of words. 

 

Module 3: 

 

1. Inverted indexing is done to find out in which all documents a particular word has occurred. 

    So data structure is build having key as word and value as document having that value. 

 

2. If data is more than RAM capacity than it is stored in hard disk and data is retrieved from hard disk part 

by part and then it is merged which is known as external sorting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Logic Flow: 
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Fig 2: Logical Flow of project 
 

Fig 2 shows tree map is new data structure. Whatever written in HashMap is written in tree. For every word 

there will be only one entry is created in tree map and that entry will contain how many times word has 

occurred in what documents. For every object HashMap are created individually. 

 

Results:  
 

 

 
 
              Fig 3: Output 

 

“adobe” keyword is searched in documents and Titles of documents having “adobe” is displayed. “adobe” is 

present in documents  having title -- 

1. Adobe Director 

2. Adobe Persuasion 

3. 8BF 

4. AS2 

5. Aldikos 

 

 

Conclusion: 
 

Text search engine is implemented which takes XML as input file and than this files are parsed. To execute 
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XML, SAX parser is used to read XML byte by byte. HashMap data structure is used to store the word 

counts. Linear sorting takes lot of time and is inefficient so indexing is used to rank pages according to the 

weightage given. All things written in HashMap are inserted in tree map which is a new data structure. This 

text search engine helps in searching words efficiently. Machine learning algorithms can be used to make it 

work more efficiently.  
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